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The mail which comes across a bishop's desk is truly amazing. In addition to the normal 
advertisements for new products and new publications, there is the never-ending stream of 
reports of different structures within the Church from Rome to Washington D.C., from parish 
communities to organizations within the diocese itself. The first class mail includes everything 
from requests for information to pleas for help and assistance. There are also the personal 
letters expressing concern or gratitude for some event which has touched peoples' lives as a 
result of contact with the Church. And then there are anonymous letters! !
I really don't receive too many anonymous letters, but I do admit when I receive one, it really 
annoys me. I am surprised to discover that a person will take the time to share his or her ideas, 
which are really a reflection of the person, and refuse to take ownership of what is written. I 
ignore such anonymous letters because I believe that’s what the person sending such a letter 
wants me to do so since I believe if the sender thought the letter was truly important, a name 
would have been signed. !
However, last week I received an anonymous letter which was truly a surprise. It contained a 
simple yet powerful note expressing horror for the pictures on television and in the newspapers 
of the starving people of Ethiopia. The letter said, "Seeing these pictures made me cringe. I 
want to help! Please use the enclosed to offer assistance to these starving people." Inside the 
envelope was $50.00 in cash. This anonymous letter contained a real surprise. !
This letter and the enclosed donation prompted a host of reflections - the power of television 
and the media to communicate a message of need across a world, the personal response of 
one individual to that need, the desire of people to help one another. !
Our nation celebrates Thanksgiving this week - a time to reflect on God's goodness and 
blessings to us. A good number of people are hurting today in various ways within our own State 
as a result of economic conditions, unemployment, the drought and other reasons. A great many 
others suffer from loneliness and isolation. Many more are trying to put their lives together after 
family problems, chemical dependency, illness or death. But despite all this, we are a people 
who acknowledge a God who shares His life and love with us - and we give thanks. !
We also give thanks this week to all those anonymous people who stretch out their hands to 
help us in so many different ways, especially those whom we take for granted. I know I give 
thanks for that person who recognized people in need, and tried to respond with a simple gift. !
A HAPPY THANKSGIVING TO ALL. 
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